Relationship between Coating-Induced Soot Aggregate Restructuring and Primary Particle Number.
The restructuring of monodisperse soot aggregates due to coatings of secondary organic aerosol (SOA) was investigated in a series of photo-oxidation chamber experiments. Soot aggregates were generated by one of three sources (an ethylene premixed burner, a methane inverted diffusion burner, or a diesel generator), treated by denuding, size-selected by a differential mobility analyzer, and injected into a smog chamber, where they were exposed to the photo-oxidation products of p-xylene, which partitioned to form SOA coatings. The evolution of aggregates from their initial to final morphologies was investigated in situ by mobility and mass measurements and ex situ by transmission electron microscopy. At a given initial aggregate mobility diameter, diesel aggregates are less dense and composed of smaller primary particles than those generated by the two burners, and they restructure to a smaller final mobility diameter. Remarkably, the final degrees of restructuring of aggregates from all three sources exhibit the same linear dependence on the number of primary particles per aggregate. The observed linear relationship, valid for the atmospherically relevant SOA coating investigated here, could allow modelers to predict the evolution of aggregate morphology based on a single property of the aggregates.